State Consultation on Water- a resource for survival in Crisis

(Background paper for workshop on 29th & 30thDecember, 2008 by IGSSS1, SPWD2 & SPARK)
Prepared by: Pran Ranjan, Sr. Programme Officer, Eastern Region, SPWD

Water is a prime natural resource, a basic human need and a precious national asset. Planning,
development and management of water resources need to be governed by national as well as
global perspectives. It is the part of a larger ecological system. Realizing the importance and
scarcity attached to the fresh water, it has to be treated as an essential environment for sustaining
all life forms.
As per the latest assessment (1993), out of the total precipitation, including snowfall, of around
4000 billion cubic metre in the (India) country, the availability from surface water and replenishable ground water is put at 1869 billion cubic metre. Because of topographical and other
constraints, about 60% of this i.e. 690 billion cubic metre from surface water and 432 billion cubic
metre from ground water, can be put to beneficial use. Availability of water is highly uneven in
both space and time. Water, as a resource is one and indivisible: rainfall, river waters, surface
ponds and lakes and ground water are all part of one system. Floods and droughts affect vast
areas of the country, transcending state boundaries. One-sixth area of the country is droughtprone. Out of 40 million hectare of the flood prone area in the country, on an average, floods
affect an area of around 7.5 million hectare per year. Planning and implementation of water
resources projects involve a number of socio-economic aspects and issues such as environmental
sustainability, appropriate resettlement and rehabilitation of project-affected people and
livestock, public health concerns of water impoundment, dam safety etc. Problems of water
logging and soil salinity have emerged in some irrigation commands, leading to the degradation
of agricultural land. The development and overexploitation of groundwater resources in certain
parts of the country have raised the concern and need for judicious and scientific resource
management and conservation. Growth process and the expansion of economic activities
inevitably lead to increasing demands for water for diverse purposes: domestic, industrial,
agricultural, hydropower, thermal-power, navigation, recreation, etc. So far, the major
consumptive use of water has been for irrigation. While the gross irrigation potential is estimated
to have increased from 19.5 million hectare at the time of independence to about 95 million
hectare by the end of the Year 1999-2000, further development of a substantial order is necessary
if the food and fiber needs of our growing population are to be met with. The country’s
population which is over 1027 million (2001 AD) at present is expected to reach a level of around
1390 million by 2025 AD.
Production of food grains has increased from around 50 million tones in the fifties to about 208
million tones in the Year 1999-2000. This will have to be raised to around 350 million tones by the
year 2025 AD. The drinking water needs of people and livestock have also to be met. The demand
in rural areas is expected to increase sharply as the development programme improves economic
conditions of the rural masses. Demand for water for hydro and thermal power generation and
for other industrial uses is also increasing substantially. As a result, water, which is already a
scarce resource, will become even scarcer in future. This underscores the need for the utmost
efficiency in water utilization and a public awareness of the importance of its conservation.
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In Jharkhand state a total of 11 river basins are existing. These river basins are Gumani,
Mayurakshi, Ajay, Sankh, South Koel, North Koel, Barakar, Damodar, Kharkai, Subarnarekha
and others. The annual water availability on the basis of 75% dependency on these 11 river basins
the surface water is 260162 lakh cubic meter and the groundwater is 49924 lakh cubic meter.
The 82.7% of Jharkhand water reserves is surface water and 17.3% is ground water. According to
the Bihar Irrigation Commission, Jharkhand has 29.7Lakh hectares of land usable for agriculture
of which 12.25 lakh ha. of land can be irrigated, however only 2 lakh hectares of land is actually
provided with irrigation. Of the irrigated land, 58.3% is irrigated using surface water, while
41.7% is irrigated using ground water. 29.5% of the irrigated land is irrigated using wells and
bore wells. 18.8% of the irrigated land is serviced by tank and reservoirs. 17% of the total area is
being irrigated by canals which are the part of major irrigation projects in the Jharkhand.
Tanks and reservoirs in Jharkhand is currently covering 30093.99 hect. area. Out of this 20044.24
ha. is of government tanks and approx. 100049.75 ha. area is of private ponds. The state has an
appropriate climate for vegetable production which required water from sources like pond, wells
etc. As per the data3 a surplus of 10.29 lakh million ton vegetable was produced in the state. Since
vegetable production is a profitable venture for the local farmers as it has more demand, less
production time and readymade market etc. the inclination is increasing towards that. In terms of
food-grains the state is still far behind the required production.
The topography of the state has also accepted the small water harvesting structures like ponds,
wells, diversions structures etc which plays the role of water recharging and sources of irrigation
too. But the increase in population, urbanization and new life style of human has oriented them
to extract the underground water for there daily use. The farmers are also extracting
groundwater for agriculture purposes.
In the state rainfall plays an important role in determining land use since agriculture is mostly
rain-fed. Being heavy rainfall region still the area experiences drought. Pre-monsoon rain plays
an important role in timely sowing during Kharif season, while “Hatia” rains in September
correspond to the milking stage of paddy. Rainfall in the milking stage is critical; lack of it
drastically reduces the productivity. The post monsoon rain stabilizes rabi crop, by providing
residual moisture. Efforts like farm ponds in medium and low lands as well as 5% model have
been made to provide supplemental irrigation, but more research on crop modeling and decision
support system is required.
The uncertainty in rainfall necessitates a need for development of irrigation systems. In
Jharkhand 12.9% of the net sown area is under irrigation4 . Wells are the main source of irrigation
(29.38%) followed by others (streams, rivulets) 25.7%, and ponds (19.07%). Canal irrigates only
17.5% of the cultivated area.
Jharkhand has one major and ninety seven medium irrigation projects with a potential of 2.088
lakh ha. but the actual irrigation is only 0.95 lakh ha. There are 55,225 minor surface irrigation
projects with a potential of 2.09 lakh ha which irrigates 1.36 lakh ha The state has 3.24 lakh
ground water sources with a potential of 2.12 lakh ha. irrigating 1.54 lakh ha., the efficiency of
groundwater based sources is highest, thus indicating high pressure on groundwater with very
little effort on ground water recharge.
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The Drinking water supply in case of Capital of Jharkhand is the responsibility of Public Health
Engineering Department (PHED- covers 50% area) and RMC5. The present drinking water supply
to Ranchi town is being made from three surface water sources namely: Kanke Dam, Hatia Dam,
and Rukka Dam having the combined capacity of 246 MLD. The Existing water distribution
system is old and is patched at places with new pipelines. There are only 13710 number of
Household connections in the city at present, which amounts to be only 7.8 % of the total
estimated household of 1, 74,750. The other sources of water supply in the city comprises of 1718
number of tube wells, 510 number of stand posts, 35 number of wells in RMC area. The present
water supply covers 65% of the population. (RMC & PHED estimates it as 80%). On an average, it
is stated that water is supplied to households at 100 lpcd per household. At present non-revenue
water is about 92%. The other identified issues are; non-uniformity in supply (levels), High
amount of distribution losses (Over 40%), inefficient operations, high pollution in distribution
network, depleting ground water etc., In view of the 3 above the city proposes to address to
prepare the comprehensive water sector development plan and to encourage the consumers to
install Metering system. In rest of the state the Water supply system is hardly effective. This all is
not at all applicable for rural mass as they have to depend on some of the installed hand pumps
(functionality..?).
In Jharkhand the water quality is also a major issue. It has the problem of arsenic and fluoride
contamination along with more percentage of iron in water in several parts of the state. Many
peoples are suffering from fluorosis, a crippling disease, drinking fluoride contaminated water.

Jharkhand accounts for 37% of the national mineral resources. It accounts for 29% of national iron
ore reserve, bauxite bearing plateau covers 190 sq. km, while the state has 72204.11 Million Tones
of coal reserves (Deptt. of Mines and Geology, GoJ). According to a report by TERI in the year
1999-2000, 300MT of coal production resulted in degradation of 7500 ha of land. We are staring at
a proposition of more than 18lakh ha under degradation, and if we add to it the degradation due
to other minerals the picture becomes very alarming. These mining and industrial units pollute
streams and rivers. Toxic substances carried by rain water into nearby water courses, alters their
chemistry and often makes the water unfit for human use. By locating mineral treatment facilities
near the mines, water pollution problems get worse.
The large scale mining operations going on in the region have adversely affected groundwater
table in many areas with the result that yield of water from the wells of adjoining villages has
drastically reduced. Further, effluents discharged from mine sites have seriously polluted the
streams and under groundwater of the area. Acid mine drainage, liquid effluents from coal
handling plants, colliery workshops and mine sites and suspended solids from coal washeries
have caused serious water pollution in the region, adversely affecting fish and aquatic life.
Damodar and Subernrekha river valley are the major river basins of the state on side of which
most of the mines and industrial setups are existing. About 130 million litres of industrial
effluents and 65 million litre of untreated domestic water find way to Damodar drainage
system every day. A study of the area showed that one coal washery alone was discharging
about 45 tonnes of fine coal into the Damodar every day and there are as many as eleven coal
washeries in the region with an installed capacity of 20.52 million tones annually. Other major
rivers of the region are also seriously polluted. The Karo river in the West Singhbhum is polluted
with red oxide from the iron ore mines of Noamundi, Gua and Chiria. The Subernrekha shows a
different type of pollution which is even more hazardous in nature. Metallic and dissolved toxic
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wastes from TISCO6, Jamshedpur and HCL7 Ghatsila and radioactive wastes from the uranium
mill and tailings ponds of the uranium corporation of India limited at Jaduguda flow into
Subernrekha and its tributaries.
The release of different toxic metals like arsenic, mercury, chromium, nickel etc. from the coals
and mine spoil heaps in Damodar and its tributaries have caused severe damage to water quality.
Continuous dewatering by underground mines also affects water resources. These mines
annually pump out millions of litres to drain mine galleries and release it into nearby water
courses. This has caused flooding, silting, water logging and pollution in the mining areas of
Jharkhand. They have also reduced the surrounding water table, and also reduced the available
groundwater.

The state has the history to struggle for water as the Damodar bachao abhiyan, Koel karo
movement and several many more which is not yet noticed. These all needs to be noticed in
course of discussion for need of a state level water policy.
The two day workshop is being held to revisit the issue of water, share the varying experiences
and to identify role that civil society can play independently or in collaboration with state at the
present juncture.
Reference:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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International Conference on Sustainable Development of water Resources, New Delhi, November 2730, 2000.)
Richard H. Bryant, BA, PhD in PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY Made Simple by Rupa & Co, New Delhi
National Water Policy, Ministry of Water Resources 5 April 1, 2002
What makes a local organisation robust ? Evidence from India and Nepal, Mary Hobley and Kishore
Shah, Natural Resource Perspective , Number 11, July 1996 by Odi
Participatory forest management and community initiatives by Nandini Sunder and Roger Jeffery
Status of environment in chotanagpur-santhal pargana segment of Jharkhand by Uday Kumar,
Kalpana Prasad and Binay Kumar
Birsa Kisan Dainandani 2005, Directorate of Agriculture, Jharkhand
Hemant, Talab Jharkhand, Tai Kitab , Delhi.
Concept paper on water for creation of state water forum by Pran Ranjan (SPWD’s internal
document)
http://www.americanchronicle.com/articles/79164
(IMPACT
OF
MINING
AND
INDUSTRIES IN JHARKHAND STATE, INDIA. Dr. Nitish Priyadarshi)
http://jnnurm.nic.in/nurmudweb/cdp_apprep_pdf/CDP_Appraisals_CEPT/Ranchi_CEPT.pdf (Ranchi
City development plan)
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Introduction of the workshop theme:
‘Water’ –A resources for survival in crisis (Jharkhand perspective):
Water status in Jharkhand in terms of use for Drinking, Agriculture, Mining, Industrial,
recreational and others.
Different thematic panel discussion:
1.

Water in agriculture: call Agriculture department, BAU, SPWD, PRADAN, and other
organization, institution working for optimum utilization of water in agriculture (3 hrs.)

2.

Drinking Water and its Quality : Unicef, PHED, Wateraid, etc.(2 hrs.)

3.

Water for industrial use: Mining area and unused water, industries requirement of
water and state’s role. ….Tata steel, Jindal, Rungta etc.. (3 hrs.)

4.

Traditional Water harvesting systems: An overview of existing traditional water
harvesting systems

5.

Struggle around water: Koel Karo, Putki..etc..Meghnat ji may play introductory role.
Some other people (2 hrs.)

6.

Concluding Session : Jharkhand State water policy (Draft) vis a vis Future action
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Consultation Programme Schedule
DAY- 1 (04-12-2008)
10:00 A.M
10:30 A.M

Registration
Welcome address by Executive Director, IGSSS
Inaugural address by SR,IGSSS-Jharkhand
Self Introduction by the participants

11:00 A.M-11: 25 A.M

Overview of the consultation – SPWD, Eastern region

11:25 A.M – 11:40 A.M

Tea

11:40 A.M – 1:30 P.M

Water in Agriculture

SPEAKERS:

1. Prof. Ratan- BAU, Kanke Ranchi,
2. Prof. Uday – RU,
3. Mr. P R Chowdhry – Orissa
4. Prof. S. P Sinha – SHRMS
5. Mr. Mansa Ram SEVABRATA, Purulia, W.B

1:30 P.M – 2:30 P.M

LUNCH

2:30 P.M- 4:00 P.M
SPEAKERS:

WATER AND LIVELIHOODS
1. Mr. P R Chowdhry – Orissa
2. Ms. Anita – SBA / LJK, Madhupur
3.Mr .H. R Prakash, ARTIC,Srikakulam

4:00 P.M – 4:15 P.M

Tea

4:15 P.M – 5: 30 P.M
SPEAKERS:

FOREST AND LIVELIHOODS
1. Mr. A. K Mishra, CCF Planning, FD, GOJ
2. Dr. SMS Quli, BAU, Ranchi
3. Mr. Nihar, Vasundhra, BBRR, Orissa

DAY – 2 (13-09-06)
10:00 A.M – 11:15 A.M
SPEAKERS:
11: 15 A.M –11:30 A.M
11:30 A.M – 1:00 P.M
1:00 P.M - 2: 00 P.M
2:00 P.M – 2:50 P.M
2:50 P.M – 3:00 P.M
3: 00 P.M

LOCAL GOVERNANCE AND ACCESS TO NATURAL
RESOURCES
1. Dr. Himadri Sinha, XISS, Ranchi
2. Prof. Ramesh Sharan, RU, Ranchi
3. Dr. Neeraj, Sathee, Godda
Tea
-continuedLUNCH
CONCLUDING SESSION
Vote of thanks
TEA
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Participants List
Sl.
no.
1

Name / designation / organization / Address

Tel. no. , email

Shri. Ashok Kumar Mahato
Jamgoria Sevabrata, Po- Gopalnagar
Dist-Purulia, Pin: 723128 (West Bengal)

2

Shri. Mansha Ram Mahato
Jamgoria Sevabrata, Po- Gopalnagar
Dist-Purulia, Pin: 723128 (West Bengal)
Shri. Nakul Chandra Mahato
Jamgoria Sevabrata, Po- Gopalnagar
Dist-Purulia, Pin: 723128 (West Bengal)
Shri. Girijanandan Upadhayay ,
Jan Sewa Parishad, Main Post Office Road,
Julu Park, Hazaribag-825301 (Jharkhand)
Shri. C. P Yadav
Lohardaga Gram Swarajya Sansthan (LGSS), Near
block office, Main road
Lohardaga – 835302 (Jharkhand)
Shri. Moti Lal Mahato
Samekit Jan Vikas Kendra, Surendra Nagar
Jamshedpur (Jharkhand)
Shri. Arvind Kumar, Lok Jagriti Kendra, Bawanbigha,
Madhupur, Deoghar (Jharkhand)
Ms. Anita, Lok Jagriti Kendra
Bawanbigha, Madhupur, Deoghar (Jharkhand)

03253-254260
9332064219
e-mail:
jamgoria.sevabrata@rediffmail.com
03253-254260
e-mail:
jamgoria.sevabrata@rediffmail.com
03253-254260
e-mail:
jamgoria.sevabrata@rediffmail.com
06546-227246 (o)
94311-40659 (m)
e-mail: parishad_jsp@yahoo.co.in
06526-224895(o)
06526-224356 ®
94311-18156 (cell)
e-mail: lgss@rediffmail.com
0657-2299524
9431112850
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4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

06438-224264
e-mail: arvindljk@yahoo.com
9934368893

Shri. Karunakar Aruk, Secretary
Rural Research Development Organisation (RRDO),
Rajabandh Sahi, Karanjia, Mayurbhanj (Orissa)
Shri. J. B. Ram, Gramin Vikas Parishad (GVP),
Castair Town, B. Deoghar, Jharkhand -814112

06784-241387
09372-65262

11.

Shri. Satish Ji, Nav Bharat Jagiriti Kendra,
Amrit Nagar, Korra, Hazaribag -825301(Jharkhand)

9431140508
e-mail: satishgirija@rediffmail.com

12.

Shri. Md. Jawaid Alam
NEEDS, Deoghar, Circular road,
Opp-D.C. Residence, Deoghar
Shri. Bijay Ekka, Regional Coordinator
Bijhan Social Service Society for Promotion of
Wastelands Development, St. Albert college, Karbala
Tank Road
Ranchi-834001
Shri. K.K.pandey, Vikas Bharati, Bishunpur, Gumla835331

09431072348

9.

10.

13.

14.

06432-222489 (o)
94311-32584

9835326006

9431350385
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15.

Shri. Sanjay Kedia Krishi Gram Vikash Kendra
(KGVK) C/O Usha Martin Group, Tatisilwai, Ranchi,
Jharkhand – 835103, India.

0651-2276039 / 2276039
Fax: 2265223
9431118443 / 9334053101
e-mail: kvikas@ushamartin.co.in

16.

Shri. V.P.Pandey, KGVK C /o- Usha Martin,
Tati Silwai, Ranchi 835103, (Jharkhand)

9835121833

22.

Shri. Satish Kr. Karna, Lok Prerna, Aarti Bhawan,
Court Compound, B. Deoghar -814112, Jharkhand
Prof. Himadri Sinha
XISS Ranchi
Ranchi
Shri. Ajay Kumar Mishra
CCF-Working Plan
Forest Department
Van Bhawan, Doranda,
Ranchi-834002
Prof. SMS Quli
Department of Forestry, BAU, Kanke, Ranchi
Shri. M.P.Singh
C.F. Plantation Research and Evaluation,
Forest Department, Van Bhawan, doranda,
Ranchi-834002 (Jharkhand)
Shri. Ashish Rawat
C.F. Forest Research and Survey,
Forest Department, Van Bhawan, Doranda,
Ranchi-834002 (Jharkhand)
Dr. A. K. Basu
Society for Rural Industrialization ( SRI),
Bariatu, Ranchi
Shri. Nalini kant
MANAV, Dumka
Dumka
Shri. Rajesh Kumar Jha
CWS, resource centre 22A Shiv Singh Bagan, Agrico,
Road No-9,
Jamshedpur Jharkhand
Dr. Niraj kumar
SATHEE, Godda
Jharkhand
Shri. Heera lal Gupta, TCDR
House#71, Vikas nagar,
Piska more, Ranchi
Shri. Balmiki Kumar
Tata Steel Rural Development Society (TSRDS) West
Bokaro, Ghato Tanr,
Hazaribagh (Jharkhand)
Shri. K. K. Pandit
Tata Steel Rural Development Society (TSRDS) West
Bokaro, Ghato Tanr,

09431132730
e-mail: Lokprerna_ssk@yahoo.co.in

23.

24.

25.
26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

9431140743

0651-2450861
9431594184 / 9934368375

0657-3096087/2424570

0651-2513217
9431102317
e-mail: tcdr2002@yahoo.com
9431344116
06545-262307
e.mail: valmiki.tsrds@tatasteel.com
06545-262307
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35.

36.

37.

38.

39.
40.

41.

42.

43.

44.
45.

46.
47.

48.

49.

50.

Hazaribagh (Jharkhand)
Prof. A Dayal
SATHEE
Godda-814133
Shri. Rahul Mehta
Director, B/205 I Dhurwa Ranchi Chotanagpur
Sanskritik Sangh
Shri. Abdul Asphandyar khan
Managing director, AAAT At+Po- Maheshpur,
Angara, ranchi.
Dr. B.N. Diwakara
Scientist-B, Institute of Forest Productivity (IFP),
Lalagutwa, Ranchi
Shri. Devendra Nath Thakur
Director, Chakriya vikash, Ranchi
Shri. H.R. Prakash
Director Artic, Kotturu-532435
Dist: Srikakulum (A.P)
Shri. Soumen Biswas
Programme director
Pradan, 60- Circular Road, Ranchi
Shri. Nihar Mishra
Seniour Programme Officer
15, Saheed Nagar, Bhubneshwar,
Vasundhara
Shri. Sarjeet Singh
Project coordinator, Support for sustainable Society,
H1/191, Harmu Housing Colony, Harmu, Ranchi834012
Shri. Rajiv Ranjan Sinha, Secretary
Srijan foundation, Hazaribag (Jharkhand)
Dr. Uday kumar
Dept. Of Geology
Ranchi university, Ranchi
Prof. Jagadish Prasad
A.N.Sinha Institute of Social Studies, Patna
Shri. Ashutosh kumar mishra
Nav bharat jagriti Kendra,
Project coordinator Ranchi
Prof. SP Sinha, Society for Hill resource management (
SHRMS), Chakriya Vikash, Devi mandap Road,
Redma, Daltonganj, Palamu- 822012
Shri. Sanjay Sahay
Society for Hill resource management ( SHRMS)
Chakriya Vikash, Devi mandap Road, Redma,
Daltonganj, Palamu- 822012
Shri. Birendra kumar, Ekta Parishad, naya sawera
vikas Kendra
Vill+ post- Atka, Block- bagodar, dist- giridih,
Jharkhand

9431730974

0651-2442570
e-mail: rch_rncjh@sancharnet.in
06522-272052

0651-2548505 /2548510 /2548512
e-mail: ifpranchi@hotmail.com

9440343821
e-mail: artic@sancharnet.in
2560615, 2561552, 3292870

0674-2542011/2542012/2542028
2542011 /012/028, 9437110914
e-mail: nihar64@gmail.com
vasundharanr@satyam.net.in
e-mail: saptrishi@dataone.in

e.mail: srijanfoundation@rediffmail.com

e.mail: Jagdish_pd2@rediffmail.com
9334439368

9431155041
e-mail: spsinha222@rediffmail.com
9835195590
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51.
52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.
58.

59.

60.

61.
62

63

64

64

65

Shri. Amit kumar das
Prabhat khabar, Ranchi
Shri. Seerat kachhap
Coordinator, BIRSA-MMC,
Abhilasa Apartment,
Purulia Road, Ranchi-834001 (Jharkhand)
Er- Ranjit kumar
National Human Rights Activist
NHRA, Shukla Colony, Hinoo, Ranchi
Shri. Walti Bhengra
NC Doordarshan
Doordarshan Kendra, Ranchi (Jharkhand)
Ms. Sreetama Gupta Bhaya,
C/o Team Leader,
Foundation For Ecological Security (FES),
5th lane Amlapada, angul-759122, Orissa
Shri. Xavier kujur, Jharkhand Jungle Bachao
Aandolan, Abhilasa Apartment, Purulia Road Ranchi834001 (Jharkhand)
Shri. Brindaban Rao,
Prabhat Khabar, Ranchi
Dr. S.K. Bharati, General Secy.
Mahila kalyan samity
Dhori, Post- Dhori, Dist- Bokaro, 825102
Shri. P.R. Choudhary
Development researcher
N/3-412, IRC Village, Bhubneshwar
Prof. Ramesh Saran
Dept. of economics
Ranchi university, Ranchi-834001
Shri. A. K. Mazumdar
AFPRO, Ashok Nagar, Ranchi-834002 (Jharkhand)
Shri. Vijay Kumar Sardana
Executive director, SPWD, New Delhi
SPWD, New Delhi
Shri. V.B.Eshwaran , chairman,SPWD,
New Delhi
14-A, Rouse Avenue Lane
Near ITO, New Delhi -110002
Shri. Hardeep Singh Programme Director – Eastern
region
Society for Promotion of Wastelands Development
14-A, Rouse Avenue Lane
Near ITO, New Delhi -110002
Shri. Pramod Tyagi
Programme Director
SPWD
SPWD-Delhi
Shri. Viren Lobo
Programme Director

0651-2283139

09337011503
e.mail: tikipradhan@yahoo.com

06549-222117
09431126563
e-mail: mksdbharti@rediffmail.com
e-mail: prchoudhary@rediffmail.com,
09437021261
9431325536
e-mail: rameshsharan@rediffmail.com

011-23236440 / 23236387
e-mail: spwd_delhi@yahoo.com
011-23236440 / 23236387
e-mail: spwd_delhi@yahoo.com

011-23236440 / 23236387
e-mail: spwd_delhi@yahoo.com
e-mail: Hardeep2161@hotmail.com

e-mail: ptyagi@gmx.in

e-mail: vlobo_1@hotmail.com
09352506979
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67.

SPWD
SPWD-Udaipur
Ms. Amita Bhaduri
Society for Promotion of Wastelands Development
14-A, Rouse Avenue Lane
Near ITO, New Delhi -110002
Shri. Pran Ranjan, SPWD- Eastern Region, HI-214,
Harmu Housing Colony, Ranchi-834012 (Jharkhand)

68.

Shri. Rajiv Ranjan, Student, Development Studies, HI214, Harmu Housing Colony , Ranchi-834012 (
Jharkhand)

69.

Shri. Sharat singh, SPWD- Eastern Region, HI-214,
Harmu Housing Colony, Ranchi-834012 (Jharkhand)

70.

Shri. Sanjay kumar, SPWD- Eastern Region, HI-214,
Harmu Housing Colony, Ranchi-834012 (Jharkhand)

011-23236440 / 23236387
e-mail: spwd_delhi@yahoo.com
e-mail: amita_bhaduri@rediffmail.com
0651-2246421
09431103384
e-mail: pranranjan@rediffmail.com
09430116211

0651-2246421
09431767771
e-mail: sharat_singh1@rediffmail.com
0651-2246421
09431943391
e-mail: sanjaykumargorai@rediffmail.com
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